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In the question of the technological level of development of the ancient Egyptians, modern egyptology  actually denies even their knowledge of the wheel and iron. Amazing technological advances and achievements of this civilization are explained by the using of a large amount of manpower. This approach could perhaps partly explain the building process of the metal structures and facilities, but is hardly reasonable to explain the level of mathematical and astronomical knowledge that was available in ancient Egypt, as well as the highest specimens of art and architecture. 
In the Cairo Museum, as well as in many other museums around the world, there is a large number of samples of stone products, found in and around the famous step pyramid at Saqqara, known as the pyramid of Pharaoh Djoser III Dynasty (2667-2648 BC ). These items are made of various materials (from alabaster to granite), bearing the unmistakable signs of machining. Some of them can surely amazed any of today’s producer. Nowdays, making  these products even in the ceramic form is very difficult. In granite - is almost impossible. 
Many of the architecture memorials have traces of high-precision processing of the most solid stone (sawing, drilling), which actually  don’t have a reasonable and realistic explanation from the official Egyptology. These observations more and more strengthen my opinion about the need of an urgent and radical revision of modern Egyptology beliefs about the function of the ancient pyramids and the way they were built, and as a consequence - the reformation of our ideas about what the ancient Egyptian civilization actually was.
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